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In this introductory chapter, we address the issue of the existence and definition of complex adpositions – and complex nominal relators in general –, and provide a working definition on the basis of the existing literature on the subject. The existence of simple adpositions as a word class is now consensual, despite a long and convoluted history, which has seen them equated among other things with conjunctions, adverbs and prefixes (Auroux 1989-2000), for obvious reasons of functional proximity. They are generally considered to be monomorphemic relational expressions whose main function in language is to introduce noun or noun phrases. Research on simple adpositions has been quite wide-ranging, from a theoretical perspective (e.g. Lindqvist 1994, Kurzon & Adler 2008, Libert 2013), and their typological variation has been given some attention already (Svorou 1994, Hagège 2010, Fagard 2010), with a wealth of studies on adpositions in individual languages such that we could not list them all (see e.g. Vaguer 2006 for a non-exhaustive list of 1,535 references on simple adpositions).

The status of complex adpositions (henceforth CAs), conversely, is not entirely consensual. For instance, Seppänen et al. conclude their analysis of CAs in English as follows:

Introduced into the grammar on the basis of an untenable analysis, the class of complex prepositions as defined by Quirk et al. is empty, and the term itself is thus not helpful in the description of English. (Seppänen et al. 1994: 25)

At any rate, CAs have received much less attention than simple adpositions. There are very few book-length studies on the subject: to our knowledge, the only counter-examples are studies on their development in Spanish (Cifuentes Honrubia 2003), English (Hoffmann 2005), Russian (Šiganova 2001) and Estonian (Jürine 2016). Aside from that – and from mentions of complex adpositions in grammars (e.g., for English, Quirk et al., 1985) and in studies of adpositions in general (e.g. Di Meola 2000, Fagard 2010) –, most studies on complex adpositions are article length studies, often bearing on a subset of complex adpositions, in a given European language: English (Schwenter & Traugott 1995), Dutch (Hüning 2014, Bree 2014), French (Borillo 1991, 1997, Adler 2007, 2008), Portuguese (Lima 2014, 2019a, 2019b), Romanian (Ciobanu 1957, Găitănaru 1965, 1999, Căpăţână 2000, 2003). Few papers are devoted to the study of complex adpositions in a more general (e.g. in Romance languages, Fagard & Mardale 2007) or theoretical perspective (Seppänen et al. 1994, Meibauer 1995, Adler 2001), as well as a few papers comparing simple and complex adpositions (e.g. Fagard & De Mulder 2007, Fagard 2012). Finally, there is a growing body of descriptive papers which provide accounts of the paradigms of complex adpositions in individual languages, e.g. in French (Borillo 1997, Stosic & Fagard 2019), Italian (Piunno & Ganfi 2017), Occitan (Sibille 2019), Romanian (Fagard & Mardale 2019).

It now seems possible to build on this growing body of (mostly descriptive) works on complex adpositions, and provide a global account of CAs in European languages. This is what this volume aims for. In order to move on from these descriptions to a wider typological overview, however, some common grounds seem necessary. In this chapter, we propose first an overview of the main features of simple (Section 1) and complex (Section 2) adpositions, before providing working definitions for both, including a discussion of adpositions vs relators (Section 3). We then focus on the main research questions addressed in the chapters of the book (Section 4), before presenting briefly each chapter (Section 5).
1 Simple adpositions: Basic features and description
The many studies on simple adpositions, especially those in the 20th and early 21st century, have made it possible to provide a consensual definition of the class. Before defining them, however, let us first take a look at what, in European languages, is generally called ‘adposition’.

1.1 Pre-, post-, ambi- and circumpositions
Adpositions are a category under which prepositions (1) and postpositions (2) are subsumed, as well as less frequent formations, such as circumpositions (3). Sometimes, an adposition may occur pre- and postnominally; in such cases, one speaks of ambipositions (4).

(1) Questi parea che contra me venisse
DEM.M.SG seem.PST.3SG PRO.REL towards PRO.1SG.ACC come.PST.SBJ.3SG
‘He seemed to be coming towards me’ (Dante, Inferno, I, 46)

(2) Ik ben er tegen
PRO.1SG.NOM be.1SG PRO.DEI against
‘I’m against it’ (Multatuli, Max Havelaar, 4)

(3) um Lebens oder Sterbens willen,
for life.GEN.SG or death.GEN.SG sake
bitt’ ich mir ein Paar Zeilen aus
ask.1SG PRO.1SG.NOM PRO.1SG.DAT DET.IND.NOM.SG pair line.ACC.PL out
‘For the sake of life or death, I ask for myself a few lines’ (Goethe, Faust)

(4) wegen des Unwetters / des Unwetters wegen
because DET.M.GEN.SG storm.GEN.SG DET.M.GEN.SG storm.GEN.SG because
‘because of the storm’

1.2 Syntactic features (/Distributional)
Syntactically, adpositions are basically relational expressions: an adposition establishes a grammatical relationship linking two other elements, one of which is a governing word while the other is a governed expression, commonly called “complement”. This results in a tripartite schema that could be tentatively noted [A R B] (where “R” stands for relator, meaning the adposition; cf. Pottier 1962, Cervoni 1991, Cadiot 1997, Hagège 1997, De Mulder & Stosic 2009). As is well known, this relation is an asymmetrical one, since the adposition has a stronger relationship with its complement than with its governor, so that [A [R B]] would actually be a better way of describing it. Saying that the adposition is the head of phrase, called “adpositional phrase”, captures this asymmetrical relation. Thus, one can distinguish “prepositional”, “postpositional” and “circumpositional” phrases depending on where the adposition is used with regard to its complement (B).
Most often, adpositions take as complements non-propositional expressions, the prototype of which are noun phrases (including pronouns, see 1-4 above), but many other kinds of syntactic structures can be introduced by adpositions, such as adjectival, adverbial, or prepositional phrases (see 5-7):

(French)

(5) De [modeste], il est devenu très hautain.
from modest he AUX.PRS.3SG become.PTCP.PST very haughty
‘From modest, he has become very haughty’

(French)

(6) Fais-moi ça pour [demain]
do.IMP.PRS.2SG me.DAT this for tomorrow
‘Do this for me tomorrow’

(French)

(7) Tu pars de [devant la ligne jaune]
You start.PRS.2SG from in.front.of the line yellow
‘You start from in front of the yellow line’

Adpositions are also found to introduce other types of complements, namely subordinate clauses. However, one should distinguish between cases where the function of adpositions is the same as in other uses (8-9) and those where their status is more problematic, as in examples (10-11):

(Serbian)

(8) Ostavi to za [kad budeš imao 7 godina]
leave.IMP.2SG this for when AUX.FUT.2SG have.PST.PTCP.M seven year.ACC.PL
‘Leave this to when you’ll be seven years old’

(French)

(9) Je suis nostalgique de [quand ils étaient tout petits].
I be.1SG nostalgic of when they be.PST.3PL all small.PL
‘I miss the time when they were only small kids’

(French)

(10) Pendant qu’elle lit, je regarde la télé
during comp she read.PRS.3SG I watch.PRS.1SG the.F TV
‘While she reads, I watch TV’

(Spanish)

(11) por ver cuán poco tiempo habia [para hacer]
for see.INF how little time be.PST.3SG to do.INF
‘For how little time to do’
‘Seeing how little time was left to launch the experiment he chose not to tell him anything else than that he was thankful for his having unveiled to him such a great secret’ (Cervantes, Don Quijote de la Mancha, II, 1146)

In some theoretical frameworks (see e.g. Dubinsky & Williams 1995), it is accepted that pendant and para in (9-10) may introduce (finite and non-finite) subordinate clauses. In more traditional syntactic approaches, however, pendant (que) and para in the examples above are analyzed as subordinators or conjunctions.

1.3 Head & argument relations

In the traditional syntactic view, an adposition is usually attributed the morpho-syntactic property of case assignment; this property motivates the concept of adpositional phrase in the first place. As head of an adpositional phrase, adpositions assign (usually non-nominative) case to the noun phrase which serves as complement of the adposition.

Adpositional phrases may be integrated into the more global structure of the clause in different ways. Thus, Melis (2003: 26-33) speaks of the “integrating” role of prepositions (hence, adpositions in general) and captures mechanisms behind incorporating adpositional phrase [R B] into [A] by distinguishing three possible “integration modes”:

i) **syntactic-semantic**, typical of sentence adjuncts (12), (18-21); in this case, adpositional phrases can be seen as elements which display relatively strong semantic content and are syntactically relatively independent elements of the clause,

ii) **lexical**, characteristic of strong lexical selection (13); in this case, the adpositional phrase is semantically and syntactically dependent on some other element of the clause, most often the verb (in terms of valency relations);

iii) **structural**, when adpositional phrases serve to express grammatical relations and are very strongly integrated into phrases (and hence, into the clause) (14-16).

(12) [Selon la météo], les averses violentes perturberont la circulation pendant plusieurs jours.

‘According to the weather forecast, heavy rainfall will disrupt traffic for a few more days’ (Melis 2003: 27)

(13) *We count on you for this project; all this depends on the outcome of our research*
The relationships established by adpositions thus range from purely grammatical ones as in (14-16) to others that are less semantically bleached, such as the agentive relationship in (17) and to a whole range of semantic relations. Some of the more frequent are spatial (1, 5-6), causal (3), temporal (18), instrumental (19-20), purposive (21) ones:

(14) A coitada [da Maria]!

the.F.SG poor.F.SG of.the.F.SG Maria

‘Poor Maria!’

(15) la ville [de Paris] est la capitale de la France

the.F.SG city of Paris be.PRS.3SG the capital of the.F.SG France

‘The city of Paris is the capital of France’

(16) J’ai le mal [de mer]

I have.PRS.1SG the sickness of sea

‘I suffer from sea sickness’

(17) Bio je izgrđen [od svih prisutnih] be.PST.PTCP AUX.3SG blamed by all.PL present.PL

‘he was blamed by all persons present’

(18) [Po katastrofie] czas żałoby after catastrophe.LOC time mourning.GEN.SG

‘After the catastrophe has come the time of mourning’ (Gazeta Wyborcza, March 25th, 2015)

(19) Connectez-vous [à l’aide de votre adresse électronique]

connect.IMP.PRS.2PL you with your address e-mail

‘Log in with your e-mail address’

(20) l’altre al basso avevan fatto [con reti] riparo the others in.the bottom have.PST.3SG do.PST.PTCP with net.PL trap

‘The others, in the valley, had set up a trap with nets’ (Boccaccio, Caccia di Diana, II)

(21) Wir kämpfen [für eine bessere Zukunft]

we fight.PRS.1PL for a.F better.F.ACC.SG future

‘We are fighting for a better future’
Depending on whether the relationship established is seen as prominently grammatical/structural or lexical/semantic, some scholars distinguish between functional and lexical adpositions (see Gougenheim 1950, 1959, Spang-Hansen 1953, Lehmann 1985, Svorou 1994); it is also possible to distinguish a third class of semi-lexical adpositions (see e.g. Mardale 2011). In short, there seems to be a continuum between the two classes, with many elements in between.

The former, i.e. structural or functional adpositions, generally correspond to a very small set of short, simple, but very frequent (and often highly polysemous) forms (see 22-23), while the latter, i.e. lexical adpositions, are generally taken to include a wider range of both formally simple (24) and complex (25) expressions:

(22) il vient de partir / de Londres
he come.3SG from leave.INF / from London
‘he just left / he comes from London’

(23) il donne un livre à relier / à son ami
he give.3SG a book to bind / to his friend
‘He gives a book to bind / he gives his friend a book’

(24) he came after us

(25) she parked in front of the movie theater

An important subclass of adpositions are complex adpositions (CAs), which may be roughly defined as multi-word linguistic expressions which serve typical functions of adpositions, and which can be shown to alternate with them. Complex adpositions pertain to the subclass of lexical adpositions, with relatively rich and specific semantics.

2 Complex adpositions: a descriptive approach

Concerning complex adpositions, there is to our knowledge no equivalent of the existing typological overviews on simple adpositions (e.g. Zelinsky-Wibbelt 1993, Svorou 1994, Hagège 2010). However, there have been a number of studies on individual languages, as noted above. Some mentions in passing are found in books on simple adpositions (e.g. Melis 2003, Kurzon & Adler 2008), and a few books provide an overview of complex adpositions in a given language (Cifuentes Honrubia 2003, Hoffmann 2005, Jürine 2016). A number of papers bear on specific questions related to complex adpositions (Lehmann 1985, Leeman

This body of literature broadly confirms expectations, which could be summarized as follows.

a) CAs are hard to define, because there is a continuum from syntactically free to fixed expressions (see already, on this subject, Borillo 1991, 1997, Seppänen et al. 1994, Melis 2003);

b) there are doubts as to what exactly happens during the evolution from one to the other, and which has been described as lexicalization, grammaticalization and constructionalization (cf. Hoffmann 2004);

c) while some languages or language strata display a wealth of constructions, others seem to have very limited paradigms\(^1\);

d) some syntactic patterns or construction types seem more productive and pervasive than others, and many authors actually only look at these more salient constructions, the most notable being \([P_1(Det)NP_2]\) (see e.g. Huddleston 1984: 341-345);

e) the distributional equivalence between simple and complex adpositions is true only of so-called *lexical* adpositions (Fagard 2012),

f) CAs seem to have evolved in a mostly parallel fashion across European languages, suggesting the possibility of an *areal phenomenon* (Hüning 2014).

Complex adpositions, which could be described as less grammaticalized members of the overall category of adpositions, function in the language as adpositional units, though they are recognized as evincing some internal complexity, on account of surface structure (they are multi-word expressions, see (26-29)) and internal variation (for instance, in (26), *au mépris de* could be changed to *au plus grand mépris de* ‘to the (lit.) greatest spite of’). It thus appears that complex adpositions are morphemic sequences in which some internal structure can be discerned, but whose elements dispose of reduced autonomy, both with respect to the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic aspects (cf. Heine 1989). In discourse, these elements often occur together as a unit. Semantically, the meaning of the whole sequence is autonomous and mostly noncompositional.

(26) *Era verdade, o lixo da cheia em vez de ir para a direita ia para a esquerda.*

*It was true, the debris of the flood instead of going right went left* (Eça de Queirós, *Alves*)

(Portuguese)

(27) *Menant dès ce soir même, au mépris de ses lois,*

(French)

---

\(^1\) This could be linked to different choices in *definition*, whence the need for this volume. However, the different chapters seem to confirm this trend, which is also clear in diachrony (see e.g. Fagard, to appear).
‘Taking that same evening, despite his laws, her companions to dance around his statue’ (Jean de La Fontaine, *Fables*)

(English)

(28) *the Board has responded to the government with regard to the pensions issue* (BNC corpus)

(German)

(29) Der Bau wurde **aufgrund von** Streitigkeiten zwischen der Stadt Hamburg und dem Bauträger Hochtief in den vergangenen Jahren immer wieder verschoben.

‘The construction was repeatedly delayed in the past years on account of disputes between the city of Hamburg and the promoter.’ (*Süddeutsche Zeitung*, January 18th, 2015)

Which linguistic expressions qualify as complex adpositions in a particular language, and on which grounds, is still a matter of considerable debate. Moreover, the status of the category ‘complex adpositions’, applying to pre- and postpositions equally, is not entirely clear. Although the category is commonly accepted nowadays (in the tradition of Quirk *et al.*, 1985), it is still resisted by some researchers, who basically deem such items to be equivalent to adnominal or nominal groups that have a certain degree of idiomaticity (Huddleston & Pullum, 2002). In order to deal with complex adpositions in a cross-linguistic and typological perspective, as we have tried to do in this book, we felt the need of a common working definition of this sub-class of expressions.

3 Working definitions: Adpositions and nominal relators

In this section, we propose a general definition of the category of complex adpositions, including complex adnominal relators. The definition is thus operational both for languages with adpositions and for languages with other types of nominal relators, such as case-marking and relational nouns.

3.1 Simple nominal relators

It is commonly accepted that a construction such as *(Fr) à cause de ‘because of (lit. at cause of)’* is a complex adposition. But what does that mean exactly? Are complex adpositions very different from simple ones? How does one identify a complex adposition? Is it a homogeneous subclass of adpositions, or a different word class altogether, or neither? In order
to look for answers to these questions, we believe it is fundamental to **start out with a working definition of complex adpositions** (and their distributional equivalents in languages with no adpositions), which itself requires, first, a working definition of **simple adpositions** and more generally of simple nominal relation markers or **relators**.

**Simple relators:** In many languages, basic **nominal relation markers** (i.e. relation markers which prototypically introduce nouns or noun phrases), which we call here **relators**, are **CASE MARKERS** and **ADPOSITIONS**;

1) these two are well-known categories, rather well identified, with wide typological variation (in number of items per language, semantics, formal complexity, etc.)
2) they are **SIMPLE relators**, i.e. they consist of one morpheme or lexeme: (Fr) à ‘at’, devant ‘in front of’, sur ‘on’, (Eng) on, in, (Sp) ante ‘in front of’, tras ‘behind’...; this is also true of case markers, which generally consist of one or two morphemes at the most.
3) these simple relators have three distinct functions:
   (at the syntactic level)
   i. they introduce an *a priori* nominal constituent
   ii. they establish a relation between this (lower) constituent and a (higher) constituent
   (at the semantic level)
   iii. they help determine the semantic nature of this relationship.

4) **SIMPLE RELATORS** sometimes grammaticalize further, the result being their **decategorialization** (Hopper & Traugott 1993, Heine 2003). Simple adpositions can come to be used as determiners, complementizers, agent markers in passive constructions, and finally case markers, as noted by Lehmann (1985):

   i. **determiner:** (Fr) *de l’eau* ‘some water (lit. of the water)’
   ii. **complementizer:** (Eng) *I would like to visit London*
   iii. **linking element:** (Gm) *Zeitungsleser* ‘newspaper reader (lit.

2 In the examples below, the adpositions (i) introduce constituents (respectively *la maison, neuf heures, dinner, the judge, ścieżka, las*), (ii) establish a relation between these constituents and a higher constituent (respectively *(ii) rentre, (he) came over, (he) stood, wrócili,my*), and (iii) determine the semantic nature of this relationship – in these examples, with various spatial or temporal meanings, which are in part determined by the context itself.

   (a) (Fr) *il rentre à la maison* ‘he goes home (lit. he comes back to the house)’
   (b) (Fr) *il rentre à neuf heures* ‘he comes back at nine o’clock’
   (c) (Eng) *he came over before dinner*
   (d) (Eng) *he stood before the judge*
   (e) (Pol) *wróciliśmy ścieżką / przez las* ‘we came back following the path / through the woods’

The semantic relations expressed by adpositions are wide-ranging, from spatial (e.g. topological and functional relations, see Vandeloise 1986, Svorou 1994) to temporal (e.g. antecedence, etc., see Haspelmath 1997) and abstract relations (e.g. cause, concession, purpose, agentivity, etc.).
These four features can be considered as definitional criteria for identifying simple nominal relators.

### 3.2 Complex nominal relators

**Complex relators:** Many languages have another type of nominal relators, which are not formally simple but **COMPLEX**;

1) a **COMPLEX RELATOR** is functionally equivalent to a simple one, but **is MORPHOLOGICALLY complex**;

2) **COMPLEX RELATORS** have the same three distinct functions as simple relators; however, these three functions can (**but need not**) be performed by different components of the complex relator; typically:

   i. a simple adposition (or case marker) marks the link with the lower constituent
   ii. another simple adposition (or case marker) establishes the relation with the higher constituent
   iii. a lexical nucleus (typically *nominal*) determines the semantic nature of the relation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>simple adposition/case marker</th>
<th>lexical nucleus</th>
<th>simple adposition/case marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td><em>in</em></td>
<td><em>Richtung</em></td>
<td><em>auf</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbian</td>
<td><em>u</em></td>
<td><em>pravac</em></td>
<td><em>GEN</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In examples such as (Gm) *in Richtung auf* ‘toward (lit. *in the direction of*)’ or (Sb) *u pravac* ‘in relation to’, the simple adpositions (*auf* ‘on, to’) and the genitive case perform functions (i), and (ii) (*in* ‘in’, *u* ‘in’), while the lexical nucleus (*Richtung* ‘direction’, *pravac* ‘direction’) determines the semantic nature of the relation.

3) **a COMPLEX RELATOR** is semantically more specific. In comparison, **SIMPLE RELATORS** tend to be semantically bleached and therefore seem much more polysemous.

There appears to be some sort of semantic equivalence between simple and complex relators, but complex relators typically appear in more restricted contexts, due to their higher lexical specification as in (30-32).

(30) *For / with respect to your book, he said it was okay.*

(31) *For /*With respect to) twenty years, I’ve lived here*

(32) *He came for /*with respect to) your book.*

---

3 This complexity is variable, in part because there is a diachronic tendency to routinization and fusion and/or shedding of the various elements through lexicalization and eventually grammaticalization.
4) **COMPLEX RELATORS**, unlike **SIMPLE RELATORS**, do not seem to have other uses than adpositional, except maybe for uses as complementizers, e.g. (Pt) *a fim de* ‘in order to’, *apesar de* ‘despite’.

The distinction between simple and complex relators is not clear-cut, however. This is because, diachronically, simple relators typically result from the grammaticalization of complex relators. There are different scenarios of simplification, with e.g. univerbation and agglutination (cf. Lehmann 2015: 160-162), namely:

i. shedding of elements, e.g. (Gm) *in Richtung von > Richtung von > Richtung* ‘towards (lit. *in the direction of*)’, (Fr) *du côté de > du côté > côté, en face de > en face* ‘in front of’

ii. morphological and/or phonological fusion of grammatical and lexical elements, e.g. (Eng) *in stead of > instead of*, (Gm) *an Hand von > anhand von* ‘by means of (lit. *at the hands of*)’

iii. a mixture of the two, e.g. (Gm) *an Statt > anstatt > statt* ‘instead of’.

4 **Research questions**

Although there has been, in the last years, an increase in the interest on complex adpositions, the field is in our view still vastly understudied. One reason is the lack of encompassing studies, bringing together results of this increasing body of descriptive research on the topic in various languages. Accordingly, many questions remain unanswered. Among the variety of topics open to exploration, this book aims to bring some answers to a few questions, which we describe in some detail below.

1. **DEFINITION AND CATEGORICAL STATUS OF CAs**

The first question is naturally that of the definition of the class ‘complex adpositions’. Complex adpositions are a polemic category, inasmuch as not even their definition is consensual. Sequences such as (Eng.) *instead of or in order to*, or (Germ.) *aufgrund von (+ GEN)* are usually considered as complex prepositions, mainly due to their complex internal structure and to their relational function. However, the very definition of a complex adposition is a matter of debate, as shown e.g. by the different positions of two reference grammars of English. While Quirk *et al.* (1985) consider that there is justification for such a category, Huddleston & Pullum (2002) dismiss the concept on the basis of the syntactic properties of these sequences, although acknowledging their semantic autonomy (see also Seppänen *et al.*

---

4 The adpositional use of *en face* is non standard, but attested (i), at least since the 19th century (ii).

(i) **bar de la Renaissance (en face la poste) ‘bar la Renaissance (across from the post office)’**

(FrTenTen)

(ii) **un appartement splendide en face le parc Monceau ‘a splendid flat across from the parc Monceau’**


5 This fusion is not always reflected in spelling, as in (Fr) *à travers*, which should be analyzed as a simple adposition *[à travers]*: in examples such as *elle l’a jeté à travers la fenêtre ‘she through it/him through the window’, nothing whatsoever can be inserted between *à* and *travers*. 
German reference grammars, on the other hand, admit several subcategories of adpositions, i.e. simple, complex, and ‘secondary’ ones (e.g., trotz, kraft, laut, etc.), which are distinguished on the basis of some prototypical features, including the transparency as to their lexical sources (Diewald 1997, 65-73).

What criteria are more relevant for the class of CAs and to which extent are they dependent on the internal structure of CAs? For CPs, some have been proposed in the literature (Quirk et al. 1985, Seppänen et al. 1994, Borillo 1997, 2001, Adler 2001, Cifuentes Honrubia 2003, Fagard 2006, Leeman 2007) but no cluster of criteria seems consensual. Also, as research widens from concern with prepositions to concern with adpositions, criteria may be in need of revision. Comparing the system of adpositions in a series of more or less genetically and/or areally related languages is a plausible way of improving the existing criteria and definition.

2. GRAMMATICALIZATION, LEXICALIZATION AND CONSTRUCTIONALIZATION

Definitional uncertainty, however, has not prevented a certain consensus about the kind of grammaticalization and/or lexicalization processes that complex adpositions undergo. This concerns at least those CAs with the most common source structures, such as \([P_1(+Det)+N+P_2]\) (see e.g. (26-27) above; see Fagard & De Mulder, 2007). These processes can be dealt within the framework of Lehmann’s (2015) grammaticalization parameters: e.g., the change of \(P_1\) from paradigmatic variability to invariability, the impossibility of including linguistic material between \(P_1(+Det)\) and \(N\), and the eventual coalescence of \(P_1(+Det)+N\). However, many other grammaticalization (or lexicalization) paths need to be explored. Related to this is the issue of whether a regular order can be discerned in the processes of grammaticalization leading to the emergence of a member of one of these classes from a member of one of the others. For instance, the relation between CAs and closely related categories such as adverbs and conjunctions should be explored: while it seems reasonable to assume that grammaticalization processes involving adverbs, simple adpositions and conjunctions are unidirectional (Adverb > Adposition > Conjunction), is it possible to say the same about complex adpositions? And how do these processes fare under the unidirectionality hypothesis (Hopper & Traugott 2003)?

How do frequency and degree of a CA’s grammaticalization correlate? It is generally assumed in grammaticalization studies, as well as in usage-based theories (Bybee 2010), that higher type frequency correlates with a more advanced stage of grammaticalization. Many studies on CAs provide evidence for this hypothesis (e.g. Hoffmann 2005, Lima 2014, Stosic 2012), but more empirical studies are necessary.

3. MORPHOLOGICAL AND SYNTACTIC PATTERNS OF CAs

The determination of subcategories of CAs – which may reflect different stages in grammaticalization – should be discussed (see Adler’s 2008 distinction of compound prepositions and prepositional locutions).

---

6 This term has also widely been used by Slavic grammarians and linguists since the beginning of the 20th century, as opposed to “primitive” adpositions (see, among others, Hill 2012).
Compiling inventories of structural types of CAs in European languages is central for a deeper understanding of their adpositional systems. Complex adpositions may have their origin in a great variety of syntactically as well as morphologically complex structures: besides $[P_1(Det)NP_2]$, we can find $[P_1AdvP_2]$ (Fr. *en dehors de* ‘outside, except’), $[P_1P_2]$ (Sp. *para con* ‘towards, for’), $[PTCPP]$ (Pt. *devido a* ‘owing to, on account of’), $[AdjP]$ (Eng. *due to*), $[NP]$ (Pt. *face a* ‘in front of, given, in the face of’), $[P+N]$ (Ger. *mithilfe* ‘by means of, by dint of, thanks to’), $[VP]$ (Sp. *pese a* ‘despite’), etc. Do European languages share some of these schemas of CAs, and if so to which extent?

Related to this is the issue of productivity of CAs source structures. Some structures – such as $[P_1(DET)NP_2]$ – seem to be highly productive and regular, while others seem to emerge ad hoc and have just a few members. Is the emergence of CAs always casual or are there patterns of productivity? What differences can be observed cross-linguistically regarding the productivity of structural patterns?

4. EMERGENCE AND EVOLUTION OF CAs IN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

In studies on grammaticalization, the need is felt for a deeper understanding of the processes that lead to the emergence of complex adpositions, as well as to their evolution and possible change into simple adpositions and into case markers. The main aim of the present volume is to look for new insights into these problems in the domain of European languages. Thus, we bring together contributions from a varied array of European languages, so that a good picture of the different realities involving the emergence and the evolution of CAs may ensue. The background for these studies has been laid out in interesting work relating to complex prepositions and/or their grammaticalization, on the one hand (Lindqvist 1994, Schwenter and Traugott 1995, Di Meola 2000, Cifuentes Honrubia 2003, Hoffmann 2005, among others), and to adpositions on the other (as, e.g., Kurzon & Adler 2008, Hagège 2010, Libert 2013). We aim at widening the object under analysis from the traditional one of complex prepositions to the more embracing one of complex adpositions, thus gaining the advantage of contemplating studies on complex postpositions (and circumpositions), which have been so far neglected, at least as far as their grammaticalization and/or lexicalization are concerned.

5 Layout of the book

5.1 Complex adpositions in Romance Languages

In the chapter “Complex adpositions in Romance Languages”, Benjamin Fagard, Dejan Stosic and José Pinto de Lima describe the systems of complex adpositions in modern Romance languages. One obvious question with respect to complex adpositions is that of their status: are they simply a morphosyntactically complex variant of simple adpositions? How should they be defined? There have been a few studies on complex adpositions in individual Romance languages (for instance Spanish, Cifuentes Honrubia 2003, or Portuguese, Lima 2014, 2019a, 2019b), and a few papers on complex adpositions in Romance languages in general (for instance Fagard & Mardale 2007), there is still much to say. With a corpus-based analysis focusing on three Romance languages, French, Portuguese and Romanian, the authors show that some features of complex adpositions are common to most if not all
varieties, while some seem to be specificities of one or more Romance language(s). One case in point is the way such constructions can be tested (see Adler 2001, 2008), for instance with possessives – a test which does not seem to affect French and Portuguese (Catalan, etc.) CAs in the same way. The clear contrast which appears in French between non-lexicalized constructions and CAs on account of their intolerance of the possessive (à la place de Jean ‘in John’s seat (or place)’ → à sa place ‘instead of John’; au lieu de Jean → *à son lieu ‘in John’s stead’) is not found in Portuguese. In Portuguese, CAs do not exhibit this particularity, or at least to a lesser extent: por causa do João and por sua causa ‘because of John/of him’ are both possible, as is em seu lugar ‘in his stead’, etc.). They go on to formulate a hypothesis as to the development of CAs in various Romance languages, suggesting it may not have been parallel.

5.2 Complex Adpositions in West-Germanic Languages
In the chapter “Complex Adpositions in West-Germanic Languages”, Matthias Hüning, Elena Smirnova and Anatol Stefanowitsch provide an overview of simple and complex adpositions in West-Germanic languages, focusing particularly on Dutch, German, and English. They show that the class of prepositions is not a closed class in these languages, and in Germanic languages in general, and that there are several possibilities to extend this class. The chapter provides a comprehensive description of the inventories of simple and complex adpositions in the three languages and attempts at their systematization in terms of morphosyntactic features, semantics, and patterns of formation. With respect to the diachrony of the complex adpositions in West-Germanic languages, the chapter proposes a unified account of their emergence and development in terms of grammaticalization and constructionalization. The focus of this chapter is on structural and diachronic aspects of so-called PNP-constructions (i.e. the structural pattern ‘preposition – noun – preposition’) like Nl. met betrekking tot – G. in Bezug auf – Eng. with regard to, constructions that are very productive today.

5.3 Complex adpositions in Slavic languages: the case of Serbian
In the chapter “Complex adpositions in Slavic languages: the case of Serbian”, Dejan Stosic describes the main morphological, syntactic and semantic features of the prepositional system of Serbian, a Slavic language, mostly in a synchronic perspective. He provides a morphosyntactic survey of inventories of simple and complex prepositions in Serbian – roughly 100 simple prepositions (see Mrazović 2009) and more than 400 complex ones. The most frequent morphosyntactic pattern of formation of complex adpositions is similar to the one found in other European languages, involving a noun preceded by one relator and followed by another, i.e. [Prep Noun + GEN], but other oblique cases can also appear as second relator. In many cases the second relator corresponds to a preposition. Unlike simple adpositions, which generally select more than one case, complex adpositions show a very strict selection, limited to only one case. As for the evolution of Serbian complex adpositions, preliminary results of the corpus study suggest that this pattern of grammaticalization becomes especially widespread starting from the 15th century.
5.4 Prepositions in Brythonic Celtic: Stability and Contact-Induced Change

In the chapter “Prepositions in Brythonic Celtic: Stability and Contact-Induced Change”, Kevin Rottet reports on the use of simple and complex adpositions in Brythonic Celtic. Prepositions represent a significant part of what is distinctive about the Celtic languages. Many prepositions trigger initial consonant mutations ("Breizh ‘Brittany’ but da Vreizh ‘to Brittany’); simple prepositions are ‘conjugated’ for pronominal complements ("evit ma breur ‘for my brother’ but evitañ ‘for him’). There are several patterns of complex prepositions including one in which pronominal complements take the form of possessive infixes ("a-raok ‘before’ but en ho raok ‘before you’, cf. ho ‘your’). Additionally, language contact, with English (in the case of Welsh) and French (where Breton is concerned) has played a role in recent times. For instance, Breton expressions for ‘up’ and ‘down’ ("d’al laez ‘to the top’, d’an traoñ ‘to the base’) are only weakly grammaticalized whereas in Welsh, i fyny ‘to a mountain’ and i lawr ‘to a floor’ are highly grammaticalized and have undergone nearly total interlingual identification with the English words up and down, becoming full-fledged prepositions (and not just adverbs), and even competing with the traditional pattern of phrases of bodily posture, e.g. the contact-induced eistedd i lawr ‘to sit down’ versus the traditional mynd ar ei eistedd lit. ‘to go on his sitting’.

5.5 Greek complex adpositions as a key to Greek adpositional development

In the chapter “Greek complex adpositions as a key to Greek adpositional development”, Pietro Bortone describes the adpositional system of Modern Greek. In Greek, a whole system of adpositions – appearing, initially, both before and after nouns – can be observed coming into existence (in combination with an older case system), then fading and being renewed. The use of multiple adposition+case combinations ([P1+case1], [P1+case2], etc.) was slowly abandoned, but new combinations of adverbs with old adpositions ([ADV1+P1], [ADV1+P2]) enabled the system to express lost semantic nuances. The strikingly rich Ancient Greek adpositional inventory was thus gradually replaced and diversified largely thanks to the use of compounds – which have become the norm in Modern Greek. Furthermore, in Modern Greek, a number of phrases distributionally comparable to prototypical adpositions are also in use. These can express meanings that Greek previously expressed with simple adpositions. One may therefore ask whether such Greek phrases, which are an open class, could be considered fully-fledged adpositions and, ultimately, where the boundaries of the ‘adposition’ category should be drawn. Those Greek phrases, after all, match constructions that are found in other modern European languages, and which some linguists want to classify as adpositions (e.g. ‘according to’, ‘at the time of’, ‘at the presence of’, ‘on the theme of’, ‘for the benefit of’, ‘under the power of’). This fact highlights also the elusive possibility that their use in Greek might be, in part, a contact-induced change.

5.6 Complex Prepositions in Albanian: a first assessment

In the chapter “Complex Prepositions in Albanian: a first assessment”, Guillaume Bonnet and Benjamin Fagard investigate the marking of nominal relations in Albanian. They describe the use and importance of case marking and simple prepositions, and go on to investigate the existence and use of complex prepositions, on the basis of the (limited) literature and of a corpus study. Relying on two corpora, the Albanian National Corpus (ANC) and the parallel corpus OPUS, totaling 20 and 46 million words respectively, the authors provide frequency lists and distributional features of all simple prepositions as well as a list of sequences which
could be analyzed as complex prepositions. This makes it possible for the authors to account for the formal and functional differences between different types of simple and complex adpositions. The authors also address the question of the possible origin of CAs in Albanian, showing a possible effect of language contact.

5.7 Recycling grammar – development of (complex) adpositions in Estonian

In the chapter “Recycling grammar – development of (complex) adpositions in Estonian”, Anni Jürine provides an overview of complex adpositions (CAs) in Estonian, with a special focus on complex postpositions (CPs). The development of CPs is here viewed as an instance of recycling grammar – a phenomenon whereby new complex grammatical items develop as lexical and grammatical components merge (see Jürine & Habicht 2013, 2017).

Most Estonian postpositions are simple postpositions, and the author shows that the development of CPs in Estonian is a process which is still in its early stages and has so far received very little attention. Indeed, until quite recently (Veismann & Erelt 2017) the (sub)category was not found in grammars.

CPs in Estonian include two components – a noun and a simple postposition. According to Jürine (2016), who has investigated body part related complex postpositions, CPs in Estonian have the following characteristics: unit interpretation, desemanticization, decategorialization, and extension to new contexts. These features, which are listed also in many other accounts of CAs (e.g. Hoffmann 2005, Lehmann 2002, Villada Moirón & Bouna 2003, Adler 2008), may be used as criteria to distinguish Estonian CPs from their source form. Most CPs have both readings in contemporary Estonian. As such, the development of CPs is part of a developmental cycle of function words in Estonian where new grammatical items are formed by simple grams merging with lexical items:

\[
\text{NOUN} + \text{LOC. CASE SUFFIX} \rightarrow \text{SIMPLE POSTPOSITION}
\]

\[
\text{NOUN} + \text{SIMPLE POSTPOSITION} \rightarrow \text{COMPLEX POSTPOSITION}
\]

As there are many parallels in the development of complex and simple postpositions, the author observes the development of CPs against the backdrop of functional and formal properties of simple postpositions in Estonian. The investigation is carried out synchronically as well as diachronically.

5.8 Complex adpositions in Permic languages

In the chapter “Complex adpositions in Permic languages”, Timofey Arkhangelskiy and Maria Usacheva provide an overview of nominal relations in Permic languages. Just as other Uralic languages, Permic languages have postpositions and no prepositions. Complex postpositions are very rare in Permic languages. The probable reason for this is that usually the postpositions are quickly agglutinated into complex case markers instead of existing as postpositional clusters. Besides, Permic spatial systems are quite complex: they include spatial cases (up to 8 in Udmurt, up to 9 in Komi, depending on the variety), postpositions with adverbial-like properties, and relational nouns (inflected postpositions) with noun-like properties. Yazyva Komi also has a very developed system of deictic units which are often used instead of spatial PPs. However, some complex postpositions do exist. They consist of elements denoting ‘front’, ‘back’, ‘bottom’, ‘top’, ‘side’ in Udmurt; ‘front’, ‘top’, ‘edge’,...
‘upper part’ in Komi. Most of complex postpositions arise from PPs with the head with the
meaning ‘side’ (Udmurt) or ‘edge’ (Komi). In Yazva Komi there are relational nouns derived
from complex postpositions which consisted of two stems: ṭədə̀ ‘upper part’ (← ṭə ‘top’ +
də̀ ‘edge’) and ṭədə̀ ‘lower part’ (← ul ‘bottom’ + də̀ ‘edge’). Permic complex
postpositions are similar to simple spatial relational nouns in many respects. In Udmurt, they
attach nominal dependents in the nominative or in the genitive, like both full-fledged and
relational nouns. Unlike full-fledged nouns and like relational nouns, they allow for
nominative dependents with definite referential status. However, they only accept pronominal
dependents in the genitive, which puts them one step lower on the grammaticalization path
than ‘true’ relational nouns. In Komi, complex postpositions attach dependents only in the
nominative.

5.9 Case marking and complex adpositions in Basque
In the chapter “Case marking and complex adpositions in Basque”, Gerd Jendraschek shows
that Basque, a language isolate, widely differs from its neighbors with respect to nominal
relators, having an elaborate inventory of case marking suffixes. The combination of a
postposition with a bare nominal complement is rare, as postpositions typically govern a case,
typically the genitive, although the dative, locative, ablative, and instrumental are also found.
Some postpositions are invariable, for example arabera ‘according to’ (also used without a
complement like an adverb). Many postpositional phrases are of the structure [N GEN Nrel
case], where Nrel stands for a relational noun such as aurre ‘front’ or barru ‘inside’, followed
by one of the local cases. Postpositional complements with inanimate referents such as etxe
‘house’ can form a compound-like complex nominal with the relational noun, as in etxe aurre
‘house front’. Adverbial phrases are routinely turned into adnominal modifiers by adding –ko,
as in etxe aurreko parkea ‘the park in front of the house’ (without genitive marking of the
complement etxe) or zure aldameneko mutila ‘the boy next to you’ (with the genitive marker –
re on the possessive pronoun zure ‘your’). Just as there are intermediate cases between case
suffix and postposition, there are genitive constructions that are not typically listed among the
postpositions, even though they fulfill a similar function, such as ozeanoaren hondoan ‘at the
bottom of the ocean’. One criterion to distinguish complex postpositions from mere
possessive constructions is modifiability of the head, as in ozeanoaren hondo sakonean ‘at the
deep bottom of the ocean’.

5.10 Structure and origin of Turkish adpositions
In the chapter “Structure and origin of Turkish adpositions”, Gerd Jendraschek reports on the
system of nominal relations in Turkish. Turkish is the main representative of the Turkic
language family whose geographic distribution reaches from East Asia to the Balkans. The
Turkic languages are possibly related to other languages in North-East Asia such as
Mongolian, Korean, and Japanese, with which they are often grouped together as an Altaic or
Trans-Eurasian macro-family. While such a genetic connection remains controversial, these
languages share many typological features. Turkish morphosyntax is overwhelmingly
headfinal and agglutinating, and as such it features a moderately elaborate system of five
cases.
These include three local cases, which are a conflated allative-dative, a locative, and an ablative case. A possible addition to the case paradigm is the comitative-instrumental postposition ıle ‘with’, which in spoken language cliticizes to the noun. A particularity of Turkish are the simple postpositions governing an unmarked nominative with lexical nouns, but a genitive with pronouns. While a few postpositions are monomorphemic, Turkish has a large number of derived postpositions, such as gelince ‘as for’, a converb form of the stem gel ‘come’, or the ablative-governing postpositions önce ‘before’ and sonra ‘after’, likely derived from the nouns ön ‘front’ and son ‘end’, respectively. Certain compound-like noun phrases marked by a third-person possessive suffix on the head have been reinterpreted as adverbal adjuncts, turning the head noun into a postposition, as in anlaşma sonucu ‘(as a) result of the agreement’ (from sonuç ‘result’) or kanun gereği ‘according to the law’ (from gerek ‘necessity’). Local relations involving a spatial region have the pattern [N-GEN Nrel-POSScase], where Nrel is a relational noun such as yan ‘side’ or üst ‘top’, followed by a local case indicating direction, position, or origin, e.g. masanın üstünden ‘from the table top/surface’ or perhaps ‘from on the table’, where masanın üstü ‘the surface of the table’ is followed by the ablative case suffix. As for diachrony, it is important to note that a considerable part of present-day Turkish vocabulary is the result of the language reform of the 20th century, whose primary goal was the replacement of Arabic and Persian loanwords with deliberately coined neologisms. This also affected postpositions, where e.g. rağmen ‘despite’ of Arabic origin now coexists with karşın (based on karşı ‘against’).

5.11 Compound prepositions in Maltese: PREP-PREP combinations and related issues

In the chapter “Compound prepositions in Maltese: PREP-PREP combinations and related issues”, Thomas Stolz provides an overview of complex prepositions in Maltese. He focuses on the formal and functional properties of certain subtypes of compound prepositions (COMPREPS) as attested in contemporary Maltese. The presentation of the Maltese evidence of COMPREPS shows a high degree of heterogeneity, to the point that it seems hardly possible to claim that there is only one candidate for the status of COMPREP in Maltese. On the contrary, several distinct types of COMPREPS emerge, their members sharing different subsets of properties with the canonical COMPREP. The diachronic developments are suggestive of gradual transitions from one class to the other. These transitions, in turn, presuppose that the domain of COMPREPS is organized like a continuum but not exclusively along the lines of the polar distinction transparent vs opaque. Univerbations result from processes which affect two different categories, namely PREP-PREP combinations and PPs. It is these two sources which occupy the opposing extremes of the continuum with univerbations being situated in the continuum’s centre. The goal of the processes is the creation of new complex prepositional lexemes, which ultimately may be reanalyzed as monomorphic (i.e. unanalyzable) units and thus enrich the inventory of simple PREPS.

5.12 Discussion: A (micro)typological approach to Language change – the case of nominal relators

In this last chapter, the editors of the volume discuss the notion of complex nominal relator on the basis of the data presented in the previous chapters. They show that there is indeed
considerable evidence pointing towards a specificity of complex nominal relators (CNRs), independently from language type, at least in European languages: whatever their basic ‘relational’ components – prepositions, postpositions, case markers, relational nouns – the definition put forward in the introduction seems to be valid for all languages taken in consideration. The importance of a diachronic approach is obvious for the study of CNRs, which show (by definition) functional affinities with simple nominal relators (SNRs) and seem to function as a reservoir, from which SNRs are ‘pulled out’ by further grammaticalization. The authors also discuss a few examples which seem to contradict this reservoir hypothesis, and propose a few lines of research for future studies.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>clitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI</td>
<td>deictic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DET</td>
<td>determiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>gerund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>indicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>masculine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>neuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS</td>
<td>possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTCP</td>
<td>participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBJ</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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